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the graphics are top-notch. the robots look great, and the game runs smoothly even when you get to the end of a match and 100 bots
are still left on the map! youre given a screen that lists every robot remaining and when theyre out of the game, youre given a count-
down until they hit bottom, and then another list of bots that are still active. it sounds like a simple feature but its clone drone in the
danger zone thats making it work. all the little animations and sfx in the game makes up for the ridiculous difficulty level by the time
youre fighting through your group of bots, by then youve paid an inordinate amount of attention to the detail in the game, and youre

fully invested. i love how the game deals with the limited player count. its often best to group up with your friends and work as a team!
when your clone drone in the danger zone team is playing a match, bots are still matched up to 8 against each other, but enemies vs.
teammates matches are not possible. this gives you time to swap roles, set up different strategies, and help each other out. you only

lose a life if your team loses a team battle, otherwise losing bots are a risk you take for the benefit of simply not losing the game at all.
clone drone in the danger zone gets away with it because its a clone. its clone. but, with the amount of effort invested in making the
game look and feel authentic, it just wouldn’t be right if some bots had more health than others. the health of each bot is decided by

the amount of “energy” the bot possesses. during fights youre more than capable of lending out some extra weapons or bullets to help
a friend out, as long as theyre in range of the help you can offer. if they aren’t, you can easily help another bot out yourself just by

dropping a robot on them, and that counts too.
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i was planning on playing out the campaign with my regular team mates and figured that paying the extra would be worth while since
we had been playing together for a good while already. entering into multiplayer is a little more interesting as youll require to find

matches that arent always so easily sorted out. finding clans isnt hard though, just hop onto reddit and look for the clone drone in the
danger zone subreddit. if youre ever in the same place as me where you cant get matches with your friends then i recommend finding a
few fellow clones to play with because as much as i enjoy exploring the story through its narrative, i was constantly longing for a game

with some proper combat. multiplayer could have been much better with a dedicated matchmaking system, but for now, this is just
about enough. as always, i enjoyed playing with my team mates. there are a few things i would have liked to see though such as going
for a more realistic approach to movement. for instance, each team now has 1 drone that can shoot, 1 that can fire a weapon, 1 that
can take out infantry and 1 that can fire attacks from a distance. as you can imagine, that equates to a lot of chaos. but in practice,
theres really no difference in the actual gameplay. its more chaos due to the possibilities of having more than one drone in a single

team, and how to control them all. each team is now also required to control their own mortars. this adds a nice tactical element as the
two teams can place them in strategic locations to dispatch enemies from afar. there is now also the option of a third faction for each
team, the melee kit unit, which also comes with its own game changing, and really intense, abilities. plus each of these units can also

be set to fire either in a regular way or in a ranged which really changes the complexion of the combat. 5ec8ef588b
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